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Einstein's Unification of Gravity, Electricity and Magnetism Finally Discovered!!! … 
also (Pushing Gravity "creates" Time).

Research Article

AL ZEEPER is an amateur Physicist born in 1960 who lives in 
Edmonton, Canada and first began publishing his discovery 
of the Unification of Gravity with Electricity and Magnetism 
back in 2008. Since then enormous further proofs have been 
unveiled by Mr. Zeeper and he certainly believes that the 
expounding evidence with never slow. 
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For the last 10 years of his life, Albert Einstein was looking 
for THIS !!! And as much as you might want to oppose … The 
Fact Is … The following has been proven Mathematically !!! 
The mathematics will never surrender. As well, there is no such 
thing as a “Pulling Force” in this Universe. (send us any Force 
you may think is “Pulling” and we will prove to you that it is 
“Pushing”). As you read farther, please keep in mind, truth will 
never bend to man’s thinking, man’s understanding must “al-
ways” bend to Truth.

Gravity is a Pushing Force. Gravity is: hyperquantum particles 
raining into the earth as they warp space-time (not the opposite 
of warped space-time creating Gravity) and this quantum parti-
cle flow then “Pushes Us Down” onto the earth while also being 

the fundamental foundation and “origin” of Electricity, Magne-
tism, and what man experiences as Time.

In as much as E=mc is Einstein’s “base” equation … the base 
equation for the Unification of Gravity with Electricity and 
Magnetism is –
“The Surface Area of Earth’s Orbital Energy Sphere = The 
Velocity of Gravity cubed – Divided by – The Acceleration of 
Gravity squared x 1 Tesla.”

Besides making the velocity of Gravity superior over the ve-
locity of light, this equation also gives the EXACT irrefutable 
distance for the orbital Radius of planet earth.

Einstein's Unification of Gravity, Electricity 
and Magnetism Finally Discovered !!! 

… also (Pushing Gravity "creates"  Time). 
 

Please do not read this PROOF without viewing the accompanying  14  Images. 

Also, much encouragement is offered to view this video before or after this submission. 

https://youtu.be/qlD9RJDRyqE 

 

 
 

(# 1 Image Above)     Earth Energy Sphere. 
For the last 10 years of his life, Albert Einstein was looking for THIS !!!  And as much as you might want 
to oppose … The Fact Is … The following has been proven Mathematically !!!  The mathematics will 
never surrender.  As well, there is no such thing as a “Pulling Force” in this Universe. (send us any Force 
you may think is “Pulling” and we will prove to you that it is “Pushing”).  As you read farther, please keep 
in mind, truth will never bend to man’s thinking, man’s understanding must “always” bend to Truth. 
Gravity is a Pushing Force.  Gravity is :  hyperquantum particles raining into the earth as they warp 
space-time (not the opposite of warped space-time creating Gravity) and this quantum particle flow then 
“Pushes Us Down” onto the earth while also being the fundamental foundation and “origin” of Electricity, 
Magnetism, and what man experiences as Time. 

Please do not read this PROOF without viewing the accompanying 14 Images. Also, much encouragement is offered to view 
this video before or after this submission. https://youtu.be/qlD9RJDRyqE

Figure 1: Earth Energy Sphere.

https://youtu.be/qlD9RJDRyqE
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In as much as E=mc  is Einstein’s “base” equation … the base equation for the Unification of Gravity with 
Electricity and Magnetism is –  

“The Surface Area of Earth’s Orbital Energy Sphere = The Velocity of Gravity cubed – Divided by – 
The Acceleration of Gravity squared x 1 Tesla.” 

Besides making the velocity of Gravity superior over the velocity of light, this equation also gives the 
EXACT irrefutable distance for the orbital Radius of planet earth. 

 

 
 

(# 1a Image Above)     Earth Orbit Radius. 
Earth orbit Radius also equals : Earth orbit Time multiplied by earth Density.  And a third equation for the 
orbit Radius of earth equals : The speed of light multiplied by the Density of earth divided by earth 
acceleration of Gravity.  All of these equations prove that the orbit Radius of earth is determined by the 
Density of the earth. 
 

Figure 1a: Earth Orbit Radius.

Figure 2: Three Spheres.

Earth orbit Radius also equals: Earth orbit Time multiplied by 
earth Density. And a third equation for the orbit Radius of earth 
equals: The speed of light multiplied by the Density of earth 

divided by earth acceleration of Gravity. All of these equations 
prove that the orbit Radius of earth is determined by the Density 
of the earth.

 
 

(# 2 Image Above)     Three Spheres. 
All of these 3 Spheres in this image possess the same ability to do work.  Without the understanding that 
space is not empty and that any true Void in space is what creates Electric Potential, man will never fully 
understand Electricity. Electricity has 2 components … The first is the flow of (Gravity) quantum particles 
that (when Accelerated against) push free-electrons into a standing wave upon any appropriate 
conductor.  The second component is that when a battery or capacitor is charged, they in fact push 
space “apart” !!  Then when a circuit is made complete, that void in space contracts and once again the 
quantum particles of space push free-electrons into an Electric Current.  This was semi proven when 
Veritasium showed that electricity does not move through wire but rather through fields.  The 
“Circumference” of any spherical void in space (Electric Potential) is equal to the Electric “Volt” (a 
measure of Distance). 
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All of these 3 Spheres in this image possess the same ability 
to do work. Without the understanding that space is not empty 
and that any true Void in space is what creates Electric Poten-
tial, man will never fully understand Electricity. Electricity has 
2 components … The first is the flow of (Gravity) quantum par-
ticles that (when Accelerated against) push free-electrons into 
a standing wave upon any appropriate conductor. The second 
component is that when a battery or capacitor is charged, they in 

fact push space “apart” !! Then when a circuit is made complete, 
that void in space contracts and once again the quantum particles 
of space push free-electrons into an Electric Current. This was 
semi proven when Veritasium showed that electricity does not 
move through wire but rather through fields. The “Circumfer-
ence” of any spherical void in space (Electric Potential) is equal 
to the Electric “Volt” (a measure of Distance).

These True Earth Values are ALL equationally interconnected 
and because they are derived from "already proven" values (the 
acceleration of Gravity 9.8 m/s^2 and earth’s Magnetic Field 
.000032 Teslas) they CANNOT be wrong !!! The complete 

list of Unification equations on WowGoHere.com absolutely 
proves that all orbital Values are interconnected and that if one is 
changed, they all change.

 
 

(# 3 Image Above)     True Earth Values. 
These True Earth Values are ALL equationally interconnected and because they are derived from 
"already proven" values (the acceleration of Gravity 9.8 m/s^2 and earth’s Magnetic Field .000032 
Teslas) they CANNOT be wrong !!!  The complete list of Unification equations on WowGoHere.com 
absolutely proves that all orbital Values are interconnected and that if one is changed, they all change. 

 

Figure 3: True Earth Values.
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(# 4 Image Above)     Speed of Light. 
These 30 equations for the Speed of Light are all based on the TRUE Earth Values and they all coincide 
perfectly !!! For this to be just a coincidence would be absolutely impossible !!!  These equations all prove 
True except for one fact, they actually represent the "Speed of Gravity" rather than the speed of light, 
because the speed of Gravity is what the Speed of Light originates from.  Albert Einstein unintentionally 
made the speed of light King, however, the Speed of Gravity is absolutely the King of all Physics 
velocities !!!  The speed of Light, Electricity and Magnetism ALL stem “from” the Speed of Gravity.  The 
Speed of Gravity is the speed at which hyper-quantum particles rain into the earth "pushing us down" 
and also creating Electricity, Magnetism and what man understands as Time. 

Figure 4: Speed of Light.

These 30 equations for the Speed of Light are all based on the 
TRUE Earth Values and they all coincide perfectly !!! For this 
to be just a coincidence would be absolutely impossible !!! 
These equations all prove true except for one fact, they actually 
represent the "Speed of Gravity" rather than the speed of light, 
because the speed of Gravity is what the Speed of Light origi-
nates from. Albert Einstein unintentionally made the speed of 
light King, however, the Speed of Gravity is absolutely the King 
of all Physics velocities !!! The speed of Light, Electricity and 
Magnetism ALL stem “from” the Speed of Gravity. The Speed 
of Gravity is the speed at which hyper-quantum particles rain 
into the earth "pushing us down" and also creating Electricity, 
Magnetism and what man understands as Time.

Figure 5: Superior Electrical S.I. Units

These Electrical S.I. Units (which are alternately derived from 
Einstein's E=mc^2) are S.I. Units that ALL completely coincide 
with today's accepted electrical SI Units. These Units contain the 
Tesla (Magnetic Field) which equals 1/AZ = 1/Velocity. Prov-
ingly 1/earth orbit Velocity (1/30,689.1802) equals the correct 
value for earth's Magnetic Field = .000032 Teslas. They also 
contain the Volt which is a measure of "distance" which equals 
the circumference of any spherical void in space which is the 
very origin of every Electric Potential on earth. These S.I. Units 
are certainly far superior to the current si units being used in 
regards to man’s understanding of Unification.

 
 

(# 5 Image Above)     Superior Electrical S.I. Units. 
These Electrical S.I. Units (which are alternately derived from Einstein's E=mc^2) are S.I. Units that ALL 
completely coincide with today's accepted electrical SI Units.  These Units contain the Tesla (Magnetic 
Field) which equals 1/AZ = 1/Velocity. Provingly 1/earth orbit Velocity (1/30,689.1802) equals the correct 
value for earth's Magnetic Field = .000032 Teslas.  They also contain the Volt which is a measure of 
"distance" which equals the circumference of any spherical void in space which is the very origin of 
every Electric Potential on earth.  These S.I. Units are certainly far superior to the current si units being 
used in regards to man’s understanding of Unification. 
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(# 6 Image Above)     Speed of Gravity. 
These 10 Equations for the “Speed of Gravity” give overwhelming Proof to the fact that the given True 
Earth Values are undeniably correct and that the Mathematics cannot be refuted.  In # 6 the “only” 
variable is the “Circumference” of the earth.  The rest of the equation (Speed of Gravity, Acceleration of 
Gravity, and earth’s Magnetic Field) are all previously proven and hence demand the Circumference is 
True !!  Further proof is the fact that … “earth orbit Velocity^2 divided by Pi = the Speed of Gravity.  
Hence the AZ of the mA^2Z^2 of the Energy of earth in orbit can be reduced to the “Mass” (m) and 
Acceleration (A) of planet earth.  The “Mass” of earth can then be further verified due to the fact that 
earth  Mass  =  earth orbit Radius^2  x  Tau^3.  

Figure 6: Speed of Gravity.

These 10 Equations for the “Speed of Gravity” give overwhelm-
ing Proof to the fact that the given True Earth Values are unde-
niably correct and that the Mathematics cannot be refuted. In # 
6 the “only” variable is the “Circumference” of the earth. The 
rest of the equation (Speed of Gravity, Acceleration of Gravity, 
and earth’s Magnetic Field) are all previously proven and hence 
demand the Circumference is True!! Further proof is the fact that 

… “earth orbit Velocity^2 divided by Pi = the Speed of Gravity.

Hence the AZ of the mA^2Z^2 of the Energy of earth in orbit 
can be reduced to the “Mass” (m) and Acceleration (A) of planet 
earth. The “Mass” of earth can then be further verified due to the 
fact that earth Mass = earth orbit Radius^2 x Tau^3.
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(# 7 Image Above)     Magnetism. 
Magnetism is created by Gravity (hyperquantum particles flowing into the earth).  After the atomic lattice 
of certain metals is rearranged via electricity to enable Gravity to flow in only one direction through that 
metal, the resulting “flow” of particles then creates Magnetic attraction via the Bernoulli effect as well as 
Magnetic repulsion via opposing particle flow.  This also coincides with the way in which “directed” 
Gravitational flow (through Magnets) enables a turning rotor to accelerate against “concentrated” 
Gravitational Flow to push free-electrons upon a wire into an Electric current.  Magnetic Gravitational 
Flow completely coincides with the 3 forces that magnetic poles experience; North to North (Magnetic 
Repulsion due to flow opposition.) South to South (Magnetic Repulsion due to flow interference.) and 
North to South (Magnetic Attraction due to the Bernoulli flow effect.)  This unification of Gravity and 
Magnetism is why the Speed of Gravity = the Speed of Magnetism !!! 

 

Figure 7: Magnetism.

Figure 8: Fine Structure Constant.

Magnetism is created by Gravity (hyperquantum particles flow-
ing into the earth). After the atomic lattice of certain metals 
is rearranged via electricity to enable Gravity to flow in only 
one direction through that metal, the resulting “flow” of parti-
cles then creates Magnetic attraction via the Bernoulli effect as 
well as Magnetic repulsion via opposing particle flow. This also 
coincides with the way in which “directed” Gravitational flow 
(through Magnets) enables a turning rotor to accelerate against 

“concentrated” Gravitational Flow to push free-electrons upon 
a wire into an Electric current. Magnetic Gravitational Flow 
completely coincides with the 3 forces that magnetic poles ex-
perience; North to North (Magnetic Repulsion due to flow op-
position.) South to South (Magnetic Repulsion due to flow in-
terference.) and North to South (Magnetic Attraction due to the 
Bernoulli flow effect.) This unification of Gravity and Magne-
tism is why the Speed of Gravity = the Speed of Magnetism !!!

 
 

(# 8 Image Above)     Fine Structure Constant. 
Finally the discovery of the exact "origin" of the Fine Structure Constant !! 

The core equation for the Fine Structure Constant is; 

The Pressure of Space  x  the acceleration of Gravity … divided by … the Speed of Light (correctly 
Speed of Gravity)  x  earth orbit Velocity  x  earth Density  x  3Tau.  The origin of the Fine Structure 
Constant is a product of the “Pressure” of space and the fact that all mass possesses “inflowing” 
quantum Gravity which is directly connected to orbital Acceleration which is also relative to the atomic 
level.  Hence the TRUE Earth Values  are once again proven correct as this image uses those same 
interconnected earth Values to determine the Fine Structure Constant which can then be factored down 
to its core origin which = the square root of (the Acceleration of Gravity x Pi - divided by - earth orbit 
Velocity  x 3Tau)  =  √ (9.8 x Pi  /  30,689.1802376259 / 3Tau)  which also  =  √ (earth orbital 
Acceleration  /  3Tau)  =  √ (.001003207246557 / 3Tau). 

The Fine Structure Constant is fundamental to atomic structure due to space Pressure and Pushing 
Gravity. 
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Finally the discovery of the exact "origin" of the Fine Structure 
Constant !!
The core equation for the Fine Structure Constant is; The Pres-
sure of Space x the acceleration of Gravity … divided by … 
the Speed of Light (correctly Speed of Gravity) x earth orbit 
Velocity x earth Density x 3Tau. The origin of the Fine Structure 
Constant is a product of the “Pressure” of space and the fact that 
all mass possesses “inflowing” quantum Gravity which is direct-
ly connected to orbital Acceleration which is also relative to the 
atomic level. Hence the TRUE Earth Values are once again prov-

en correct as this image uses those same interconnected earth 
Values to determine the Fine Structure Constant which can then 
be factored down to its core origin which = the square root of 
(the Acceleration of Gravity x Pi - divided by - earth orbit Veloc-
ity x 3Tau) = √ (9.8 x Pi / 30,689.1802376259 / 3Tau) which also 
= √ (earth orbital Acceleration / 3Tau) = √ (.001003207246557 
/ 3Tau).

The Fine Structure Constant is fundamental to atomic structure 
due to space Pressure and Pushing Gravity.

 
 

(# 9 Image Above)     Gravity “creates” Time. 
This one is so SIMPLE and PROFOUND … The flow of hyperquantum particles into the earth (Pushing 
Gravity) is not only connected to earth orbit and rotation, it is the force that drives “every type” of clock 
on the earth !!!  The one fact that makes this difficult for people to understand is that they have difficulty 
visualizing the fact that “Space Pressure” (quantum particles flowing into the earth) down at the quantum 
level is holding atoms together.  Hence “any type of spring” is simply atomic orbits “being stretched” 
against the Pressure of space. 

The “Flow of Gravity” into the earth is absolutely the “origin” of what man perceives as Time !!! 

Figure 9: Gravity “creates” Time.

This one is so SIMPLE and PROFOUND … The flow of hyper-
quantum particles into the earth (Pushing Gravity) is not only 
connected to earth orbit and rotation, it is the force that drives 
“every type” of clock on the earth !!! The one fact that makes 
this difficult for people to understand is that they have difficul-
ty visualizing the fact that “Space Pressure” (quantum particles 

flowing into the earth) down at the quantum level is holding at-
oms together. Hence “any type of spring” is simply atomic orbits 
“being stretched” against the Pressure of space.

The “Flow of Gravity” into the earth is absolutely the “origin” of 
what man perceives as Time !!!
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(# 10 Image Above)     Tau Pi. 
For ALL of these equations to  =  Pi  or  Tau  and then to simply be nothing more than a Coincidence 
would be … next to an “impossibility”. 

 

Figure 10: Tau Pi.

Figure 11: Moon Image Compressed by Pushing Gravity.

For ALL of these equations to = Pi or Tau and then to simply be nothing more than a Coincidence would be … next to an “impos-
sibility”.

 
 

(# 11 Image Above)     Moon Image Compressed by Pushing Gravity. 
Why does the image of the Moon in a flat mirror placed on the ground, look smaller than the “approx. 6 
foot difference” in Distance, than when the Moon is viewed directly in the sky ??  Because the “image of 
the Moon” is being compressed by Pushing Gravity.  From the time that the light leaves the Moon and 
moves toward the earth (approx. 1.2 seconds), the image is being compressed in proportion to the 
Speed of Pushing Gravity that is compressing it.  Therefore when the reflected image diameter is 
multiplied by the velocity of Gravity, it then equals the true physical length of diameter. 

1.159 cm  (image diameter)  x  299,792,458   =   3474.8 kilometers  (true physical diameter) 

Because Light travels through the same medium as Gravity it then undergoes the same physical 
characteristics as Gravity, which in this instance is “Compression” over Distance travelled toward earth. 

 

(Image # 12)     Removed. 
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Why does the image of the Moon in a flat mirror placed on the 
ground, look smaller than the “approx. 6 foot difference” in 
Distance, than when the Moon is viewed directly in the sky ?? 
Because the “image of the Moon” is being compressed by Push-
ing Gravity. From the time that the light leaves the Moon and 
moves toward the earth (approx. 1.2 seconds), the image is being 
compressed in proportion to the Speed of Pushing Gravity that 
is compressing it. Therefore when the reflected image diameter 
is multiplied by the velocity of Gravity, it then equals the true 
physical length of diameter.

1.159 cm (image diameter) x 299,792,458 = 3474.8 kilometers 
(true physical diameter) Because Light travels through the same 
medium as Gravity it then undergoes the same physical charac-
teristics as Gravity, which in this instance is “Compression” over 
Distance travelled toward earth.

Figure 13: Fibonacci and Golden Ratio Connected to Gravity.

Earth orbit Velocity squared divided by Speed of Light equals Pi.
30,689.1802^2 / 299,792,458 / 3.14159265 also...
Earth orbit Velocity divided by Acceleration of Gravity equals 
3131.549

30,689.1802 / 9.8 = 3131.549
3131.549 divided by the Golden Ratio (1.618) equals 
278,707.8613
3131.549 / 1.618 = 278,707.8613
278,707.8613 divided by earth orbit Velocity equals 9.08163266
278,707.8613 / 30,689.1802 = 9.08163266
9.08163266 = 1 / Fibonacci x Acceleration of Gravity.

9.08163266 = 1 / .011235955 x 9.8
Because the above chain of equations contains both the “Golden 
Ratio” and “Fibonacci‘s Sequence” …
This is absolute PROOF that Fibonacci is connected to Gravity 
!! Pushing Gravity occurring within the spiral orbit of earth.

Figure 14: Avogadro’s Number Finally Discovered !!

Finally after hundreds of years we now know . . .
The EXACT number of atoms in 12 grams of Carbon. Avoga-
dro's Number = The Mass of the earth divided by (earth Density 
x Gravity3 x 2) (calculated in grams). which is equal to; The Vol-
ume of the earth divided by (Gravity3 x 2) (calculated in grams). 
which is equal to; The Pressure of space surrounding earth x Pi 
divided by Gravity3 x (orbit Time2 / Density2) (calculated in 
grams).

Notice with the above equation that Gravity is cubed because 
pushing Gravity surrounding the earth is 3-Dimensional. Also 

 
 

(# 13 Image Above)     Fibonacci and Golden Ratio Connected to Gravity. 
Earth orbit Velocity squared divided by Speed of Light equals Pi. 

30,689.1802^2  /  299,792,458  /  3.14159265     also ... 

Earth orbit Velocity divided by Acceleration of Gravity equals 3131.549 

30,689.1802  /  9.8  =  3131.549 

3131.549 divided by the Golden Ratio (1.618) equals 278,707.8613 

3131.549  /  1.618  =  278,707.8613 

278,707.8613 divided by earth orbit Velocity equals 9.08163266 

278,707.8613  /  30,689.1802  =  9.08163266 

9.08163266  =  1  /  Fibonacci  x  Acceleration of Gravity. 

9.08163266  =  1  /  .011235955  x  9.8 

Because the above chain of equations contains both the “Golden Ratio”    and “Fibonacci‘s Sequence” … 
This is absolute PROOF that Fibonacci is connected to Gravity !!  Pushing Gravity occurring within the 
spiral orbit of earth. 

 

 
 

(# 14 Image Above)     Avogadro’s Number Finally Discovered !! 
Finally after hundreds of years we now know . . . 

The EXACT number of atoms in 12 grams of Carbon.  Avogadro's Number   =   

The Mass of the earth divided by  (earth Density  x  Gravity3 x 2)  (calculated in grams).  which is equal 
to;  The Volume of the earth divided by  (Gravity3 x 2)  (calculated in grams).  which is equal to; 

The Pressure of space surrounding earth  x  Pi  divided by Gravity3  x  (orbit Time2  /  Density2) 
(calculated in grams). 
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how it displays the fact that Avogadro's Number is really just a 
reflection of atomic Density. The Pressure of space governing 
how many atoms it squeezes into 12 grams of Carbon.

600192388721.4535652897 x 3.1415926536 / 9.83 x 
(30591067.14285714292 / 4.88433473424042) = Avogadro's 
Number.

602 318 297 074 673 029 014 960
6.0231829 x 1023

The number of Atoms in; 1 gram of Hydrogen, 12 g of Carbon, 
18 g of Oxygen, or 238 grams of Uranium.

We greatly encourage you to view this video to help visualize the 
Fact that Gravity is the “Flow” of hyperquantum particles into 
the earth which is “Pushing” us down onto the earth. All while 

being the very “origin” of Electricity, Magnetism, and man’s 
perception of Time !!!
https://tinyurl.com/wowgohere

Notice with the above equation that  Gravity is cubed because pushing Gravity surrounding the earth is 
3-Dimensional.  Also how it displays the fact that Avogadro's Number is really just a reflection of atomic 
Density.  The Pressure of space governing how many atoms it squeezes into 12 grams of Carbon. 

600192388721.4535652897  x  3.1415926536  /  9.83 x  (30591067.14285714292  /  4.88433473424042 )
   =   Avogadro's Number. 

602 318 297 074 673 029 014 960 

6.0231829  x  1023 

The number of Atoms in; 

1 gram of Hydrogen, 12 g of Carbon, 18 g of Oxygen, or 238 grams of Uranium. 

 

 

 
 

(# 15 Image Above)     Unification Must See Video. 
We greatly encourage you to view this video to help visualize the Fact that Gravity is the “Flow” of 
hyperquantum particles into the earth which is “Pushing” us down onto the earth.  All while being the very 
“origin” of Electricity, Magnetism, and man’s perception of Time !!! 

https://tinyurl.com/wowgohere 
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AL  ZEEPER  is an amateur Physicist born in 1960 who lives in Edmonton, Canada and first began 
publishing his discovery of the Unification of Gravity with Electricity and Magnetism back in 2008.  Since 
then enormous further proofs have been unveiled by Mr. Zeeper and he certainly believes that the 
expounding evidence with never slow.     (780) 270-7009    warmbeach@shaw.ca 

Figure 15: Unification Must See Video.

https://tinyurl.com/wowgohere

